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Mizumitsu Ingrid

Mizumitsu Ingrid is a NPC created by Demibear.

Mizumitsu Ingrid

Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Clerk

Rank: Jôtô Heisho
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Standing at 145cm and weighing 50kg, Ingrid is on the lower end of the spectrum her species can be. Her
brown-black hair and brown eyes complement her semi-petite hourglass figure. She keeps her hair long
to be tied up into a bun and has bangs above her eyebrows.

Personality

While most Nekovalkyrja are known to be fun-loving and the life of a party, Ingrid is the polar opposite.
While she can certainly be expressive and laugh at other things, she is highly unwilling to engage is such
behavior. She prefers limiting the amount of talking she is required and prefers working to the point of
stressing herself out than relaxing. It has been pointed out by others (which she often ignores) that the
reason she is so stressed is due to her work ethic.
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A nickname for her is the “Rules Devil” due to her ability to point out violations of minute regulations and
find loopholes for herself.

History

Mizumitsu Ingrid was born 20日 4月 32年 on Nataria shortly after the mishap that “converted” her father
to being fully Yamataian. She experienced an accelerated childhood due to the rapid speed nekovalkyrja
exprience. This is done to ensure replacements are quick to arrive to the battlefield, but it was a pain for
her father to try to instill his customs and traditions to the child. As such he had to resort to rather
extreme parenting methods while she was still under his supervision. The end result was a perfectionist
that expects it from others and always finds ways to ensure it.

She was one of the first trainees of the School of Advanced Infantry Combat in YE 39. Being an admin
clerk, she did not immediately decide to be assigned to the first Giretsu Century, the Giretsu Century of
the 2nd Legion. She instead chose to be assigned to wherever she believed she cause the most good to
appease her father.

During one of these assignments, she met Mikael Harris while both were on shore leave. The pair
surprisingly hit it off almost immediately while the spent the majority of their leave together. The end
result would be Mizumitsu Hiroshiko. She had expected Mikael to be in the youngling's life in someway,
but from her perspective when he was sent to another universe she interpreted the unanswered
communications as him rejecting both her and the child.

She was not overly bitter about it, but it certainly did put her in a bad mood. She ended up employing
much of the same parenting tactics her father once did as a result. The pair were reunited in YE 42 when
she was assigned to the newly formed Giretsu Century of the 75th Legion and the now Chui Harris was
assigned as its replacement centurion. The reunion was not a happy one for obvious reasons, but the pair
have since patched over most of the issues to be friendly with each other again. On the promise that
Mikael will not keep her out of the loop, no matter how crazy his stories might be.

Ingrid currently found herself working for Star Army Personnel Command again since the G/75 was
disbanded in YE 43. In YE 45, she was assigned to Shimura Grace as the Shosho's personal clerk. Both
her father and Grace have attempted to convince her to undergo officer training due to her extensive
knowledge in admin work, but she has thus far resisted as as the SAoY does not have officer slots
compatible with admin work. She has thought about entering the legal system as a lawyer though.

Skills Learned

Ingrid, being a soldier of the Star Army of Yamatai, is well trained in the Star Army Common Skills. In
addition to her common tasks and drills, Ingrid has the following skills:

Skill Name Abilities Source

Communication Ingrid is capable of speaking Trade, Yamataigo, and a number of obscure
human languages such as German, Spanish, and Lianjia Speech.
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Skill Name Abilities Source

Fighting
Born into the Mizumitsu Samurai, Ingrid is well versed in sworsmanship. She

is also a graduate of the Giretsu School and has advanced marksmanship
skills.

Mizumitsu
Samurai

Knowledge

Ingrid is highly knowledgable about the laws and regulations of the Star
Army of Yamatai and the Yamataian Star Empire. She is also familiar with
the laws of a majority of factions within the Kikyo sector. She is also highly
knowledge of military equipment and their capabilities of all factions the

SAoY has encountered.

Leadership

Being the daughter of a SAoY officer who is now a Taisho, Ingrid has been
strongly encouraged to learn the fine details on what makes a good leader.

While simply a heisho (with no real aspirations to be a commissioned
officer), she is well versed in methods to keep those placed under her

command happy and efficent.

Math Ingrid has an excellent understanding of mathmatics. She is capable of
understanding complex and theoratical math formulas.

Physical
While she is a neko, Ingrid knows how to push her body to its limits and

mitgate the damage when she pushes beyond it. She is especially known for
her aerobatic skills with her inertia abilities.

Technology Constantly being around volumetric terminals, Ingrid is well-versed in all
technologies making use of Yamataian technology and operating systems.

Social Connections

Mizumitsu Ingrid is connected to:

Father: Mizumitsu Benji
Daughter: Mizumitsu Hiroshiko
Daughter's Father: Mikael Harris

Inventory & Finance

Mizumitsu Ingrid has the following:

Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes
1 Star Army Duffel Bag RIKUPAT
1 Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 RIKUPAT Includes 2 waterproof bags
1 kit Star Army Survival Kit, Type 31A RIKUPAT Includes backpack

1 Star Army Poncho, Type 38 RIKUPAT Field gear; Weather gear;
Includes liner

1 set Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES) Cadet Blue Complete set

2 sets Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35 Regal Blue Includes jacket & pants or skirt
and tights, and 1 pair shoes

3 Star Army Undershirt Regal Blue
1 pair Utility gloves, Type 21 Jet black
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Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes
1 Star Army Cap, Type 32 Regal Blue
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32 Black Weather gear
1 pair Gloves, Type 32 Cadet blue Weather gear

2 sets Star Army Working Uniform, Type 31 Dark Blue Includes working boots and
work gloves (cadet blue)

1 Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32 (for working
uniform) Cadet Blue

2 sets Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 40 see page Includes sports shoes, black

1 kit Star Army Undergarments see page Includes Socks, underwear,
bras if applicable

1 kit Star Army Toiletry Kit Black
1 Star Army Belt, Type 35 (for duty uniform) Jet black
1 Star Army Communicator, Type 36 Black

1 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 Black Includes 1 BR-28 Series
Battery Magazine

1 Type 34 Multi-Function Bracelet Black
1 Star Army Bodysuit, Type 42

Mizumitsu Ingrid currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This character was created by Demibear on 2020/02/17 05:44

In the case Demibear becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Mizumitsu Ingrid
Character Owner Demibear
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Jôtô Heisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Clerk
SAOY Assignment Rikugun Base Fujiko
SAOY Entry Year YE 37
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 3
Orders Orders
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Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
District Fujiko
Political Party Bellflower
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